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"The healthy social life is found 

when in the mirror of each human soul 

the whole community finds its reflection, 

and when in the community 

the virtue of each one is living" 

    
From Verses and Meditations - Rudolf 

Steiner pg117 
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Principal News 
 

What’s going into lunch boxes? 

Packaging? Fizzy, sugary drinks? Highly processed foods? Chocolate? Snack biscuits? 

What’s ideal? Water, fruit, nuts, carrot sticks, celery sticks, sultanas, salad sandwiches on wholemeal bread. Anything 

you can think of that is slow burning, generally healthy and not highly processed. 

Your children expend a lot of energy during the day and need healthy solid fuel to keep them going. If you’re not sure 

what to give your child talk to your teacher. We would also like to promote sustainability and a consciousness that is 

not about creating more rubbish through packaging. 

 

Afternoon pick-up 

Do you have a child that is not very well organised or needs help to get organised when getting ready to leave at the 

end of the day? We would like to invite you to park in the car park, come to the classroom and gently help them 

organise their bags complete with their lunch-boxes, drink bottles, their shoes and socks and all their items of 

clothing. The teacher is busy at this time of day getting others off to the bus line or out to the shady for pick-up and it 

would be such a lovely gift to your child to receive that help if they are struggling to know what they need to gather. 

Important notice from Kindergarten 

The Kindergarten day begins at 8.30am Kinder children must be dropped off and picked up by an adult, as we cannot 

provide supervision before 8.30 for either them or their primary aged siblings. Older siblings may not collect them or 

wait in the Kinder –garden area with their siblings.  

Any changes to pick up must be made in writing in our teacher’s note book.  A note per term outlining the carpool 

arrangements and names of who may collect your child is also a good way of keeping us informed. 

AGM 

The Annual General Meeting will be held on Monday 25th March at 3:15pm, at the Alice Springs Steiner School.  

Bridging Class Application for St Philips 

St Philips have already received over 70 applications for enrolment for year 7 into the Bridging Class, so they are now 

asking for new bridging applications to come in asap. If your child is intending to attend St Philips and may require 

additional learning support, please speak with Noel and obtain an application from the Office at St Philips. 

 

 
 
Brian Dodd 
 

 

 



 

 

 

School News 

Cello News 

All cello students who would like to be part of the orchestra can come next Tuesday from 1:45 till 2:15pm. 

 

       Garden Snippets 

Vegie Market on as per usual Wednesday afternoon. 

                           Thanks as usual to all the helpers who make the gardening program possible. 

Stay tuned for announcement of Full Moon Planting Barbeque! 

                                                                                                  Tony                                                                   

Pesto Pesto Pesto... 

with cheese or without $5.00 / 200gr bag 

Made with love by Class 3 and sold with passion. 

Available in Class 3 room and at this Wednesday's Vege Market 

 

CAR PARK AND DRIVEWAY 

Every school has a peak 15 minute time in the morning and afternoon where car and people traffic is extremely busy. We 

are concerned at the way the school driveway access and exit is currently working and are planning to improve the flow 

and layout but we also need your support to make it work. 

 

The left hand entry lane is just a “kiss and go” lane. Do not stop for more than a minute there and do not get out of the 

car. The right hand lane is to lead into the car park.  

 

Both of these lanes need to be flowing and to assist that we are now going to have a teacher monitor on duty at 2.50pm 

each day. This teacher will be wearing a flouro red vest and does have the school’s authority to ask you to move on if 

there is a delay. You will then need to go into the car park. 

 

Children have a big part to play in this too. Let your children know they need to be waiting under the shadie so they can 

see you driving in, they will not then cause delays. Proper seating is going to be set up under the shadie to help with this. 

We are going to improve the driveway by removing the bollards that separate the lanes, there will still be a lane divider 

but you will be able to cross if you’re wedged in. A further change will be that all traffic will leave via the exit gate on the 

southern end of the car park but we are getting signs made up and a bit of reworking of the car park done before that 

takes effect.  

 

Some parents are parking on the far side of Ragonesi Road and walking across in front of the public road traffic as well as 

the school’s exiting vehicles. This is a dangerous situation and we ask you not to park there. 

 

There are other changes being planned for the near future to help this movement of people and cars but please do your 

bit in keeping the traffic moving inside the school entry area 

 

With thanks 

Chris Masters 



School News Continued 

STEINER AUTUMN FAIR 

Saturday May 25 
Steiner Autumn Fair - Saturday 25 May 
11 weeks to go! 
 
Our first Fair Meeting last week was a hoot, and I feel inspired by everyone's enthusiasm . We are expecting a 
huge Autumn Fair this year. So we need to start collecting and making stuff to sell. Expect a Fair Newsletter in 
the next week with info about stalls and activities and how it all comes together. 
 
Things to do now ... 
 
Homemade Jams and Chutneys - jars needed. 
Please collect jars for bottling and for Treasure Jars. Spare jars will be needed. 
(A treasure jar holds a collection of bits of sparkle, buttons, odds and ends to delight the imagination.) 
 
Pot up Plants for the Garden Stall 
Calling all green thumbs - there are 11 weeks to grow!  Can you pot up some plants for sale at the Fair? Tony 
is coordinating the Garden Stall and may have some spare pots, seedling trays, advice ...  
 
Lawn Sale - Shipping Container 
The Autumn Fair Lawn Sale is legendary and offers a huge selection of small and large items donated by the 
school community.   A shipping container will be on-site at the school within the next fortnight to stockpile 
donations. You'll be able to drive pre-loved items right up to its door, so please keep things aside for the Fair. 
 
Lawn Sale - Sorting 
It's a HUGE help if you can sort donations into 4 categories :  
1) clothing (men, women, boys, girls) 
2) babies clothes & toys  
3) kitchen , bric a brac, electrical, manchester   
4) entertainment, books, DVDs etc. 
 

The task of sorting a shipping-container of jumbled gear is pretty overwhelming, so thanks in anticipation for 

your help with this. The better the sorting, the better the presentation, the better the sales on the day! There 

will be areas identified inside the shipping container for the categories. We can use the extra (boutique?) bags 

for sales at the Fair. If you can sort clothing into Mens, Womens, Boys and Girls - that's even better - kiss, 

kiss, kiss from the lawn sale team. 

  
Next Fair Gathering 
Tuesday 19th March, 8pm (venue tbc) 
 
with love from the Fair Coordinator 
Ruth - 0400 902 377 
autumnfair.steiner@gmail.com 
 

Reminders: 
Class 5 is selling Popcorn each Tuesday lunchtime after eating time. The price is $1 per cone with Honey or Butter or Salt 

or Plain.  

Class 6 is selling Ice Blocks on Thursdays at morning break time for Class 3 and 4 (due to swimming) and lunch time for 

the remainder of the school.  The price is $1 per cup. 



CRAFT 
A lovely evening was held at Bron’s last Wednesday for our first evening group, which brought some old and some 

new faces.  Thanks everyone for bringing together your Blossom baby and giving them individuality.  In consideration 

that our evening group catered for a few that couldn’t make Wednesday mornings, we will endeavour to try for a 

Friday session sometime in the near future…so please stay tuned those interested folk who  may be able to make a 

Friday session. 

 

Back to Nieta’s this Wednesday morning (thanks Nieta for the wonderful space) to fashion up felt and other materials 

to make ornate hair clips, as well as the embellishing/blanket stitching of a crown or two from pre wet felted material. 

 

38 Irlpme Court (in the Larapinta area, subdivision past the Desert Park) 

Wednesday, 13
th

 March, 9 to 11.30am 

Nieta’s contact no.:  8955 0790 

 

Felt kits – thank you all so much for the huge interest in the kits.  We have 92 kits either out in the community, in the 

office or have been returned all made up.  We have now stopped making these kits and shall await the emptiness of 

the front office basket prior to making any more.  We would also like to say that if you have a camel without a bell, or 

seal without eye beads and wish to attach either to your creation, please see us or drop into the front office.  

Remember that if you run out of materials, get stuck or decide not to continue, that’s okay, come and see us or pop 

the kit back in the office, we appreciate any effort made.   

 

We would also like to ask if there are any knitters who may wish to contribute to the craft stall by knitting some 

animals…dogs, pigs, sheep, horses, chickens.  We believe that these items are not too complicated (not being knitters 

ourselves) with some basic knitting techniques.   All materials and instructions will be supplied, excluding needles.  If 

you may be interested, perhaps even having a little knitting group, please contact us. 

 

Keep on saving those matchboxes and walnut shells….drop them at the front office or with us. 

 

Hope to see you at a craft group soon…. 

 

NIC    (0407 304 665 – rae.nic@hotmail.com) 

ANG   (8953 1472 – eric.neve@bigpond.com) 

 

 

 
Crowns – part of this week’s craft workshop 

School News Continued 



School News Continued 

Cafe Locavore 

NO NACHOS this week! 

We will be trying a new recipe for next term's menu: VEGETABLE SAMOSAS - baked, not fried. 

 

If you have other suggestions for next term's menu please come see me with your favourite 

vegetarian recipes. 

We will be having three new choices for next term and will be trying them in the last few weeks of 

this term. 

This week's choices are: 

• Cheese and spinach triangles 

• Sushi 

• Pesto pasta 

• Vegetable samosas 

Thank you so much to everyone who has been helping out in the cafe so far this term. A special 

thanks to Cathy who comes in every Friday at midday to help and Christina who has been pre-

soaking and cooking the beans for nachos and helping in the kitchen also. Thanks too Margie, Tori, 

Fiona, Katrien and others who have helped out. 

If you are able to give an hour here or there, especially for the first hour or so, we would love to see 

you there. 

Ciao for now! Robyn 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kindy News 

Billy Button 
 

The children are now quite established in the rythym of the morning and feel very comfortable - they know what 

comes next. The muddy piggy was initiated by 3 children on Thursday - more will follow soon. I think it is almost 'too 

hot' for it at present.  Mostly we stay in the dampened sandpit or under the verandah. A refreshing 'spray from the 

hose' gives great delight.  

Inside play is gradually developing.  The children are getting to know each other so the interactions are increasing.  

The blocks corner, dolly home and kitchen corner are always in use.  I have made numerous cubbies as 'retreats' for 

the child who needs quiet space/a refuge - a little window allows them keep watch over the room as well.  

The 4 hours is still quite a long time for the children and we are resting for the last 15 minutes before packing our 

bags.  We have a small rest before morning tea as well. 

  

Our end of term Autumn/Easter festival is on Thursday 28th March at 11.00 am.  The children can still come at 

8.30 to play and then prepare the food/space.  We'll have a story and shared morning tea. Please bring a small 

plate of finger food to share. A separate letter/invitation is on its way.  

 Rene & Jen x  

 

INVENTORY – PARENT LIBRARY 

Please check your library shelves at home. 

The following books are missing or unaccounted for: 

 

• PAMPERED CHILD 

• PARENT- CHILD GROUP HANDBOOK 

• FREE TO LEARN 

• NATURAL CHILDHOOD 

• WALDORF EDUCATION – A FAMILY GUIDE 

• SECRET OF HAPPY CHILDREN 

• YOU ARE YOUR CHILD’S FIRST TEACHER 

• WORKING WITH THE CURRICULUM IN A  STEINER SCHOOL 

• WHO’S BRINGING THEM UP? 

 

If you find these on your shelves, please return to the library box near the Ruby Saltbush steps. 

 

Thank you. 

 

The Kindy Staff.  

 



 Ruby Salt Bush 2 
Another hot week has passed. Autumn has arrived but no signs yet of the weather cooling!  

This week you will receive your invitation to our RSB2 Autumn/Easter festival. Please keep your eye out for it 

in your child’s bag. It will be colourfully decorated by them! Our festival will be on the Thursday before 

Easter beginning at 11.30am and will go for approximately 1 hour. This will be a half day - the children will go 

home after the festival. Please note that Friday is Good Friday so of course there will be no RSB. Our festival 

will be a simple puppet play and a shared meal. 

It is school policy that all Kindy children must be dropped off and picked up from Kindy by an adult. 

Unfortunately this cannot be done by siblings. The Kindy doors open at 8.30am and supervision of the 

children will commence from this time onwards. 

Many thanks to Bec and Salty and the boys for their continuing help in the garden. Thank you for mowing, 

manure and an endless array of support (including beautiful bouquets of flowers for our table!) It is so 

appreciated.  

Please remember – hats and spare clothes!!  

Warm wishes, 

M’Lis and Unanyntji 

 

Ruby Salt Bush 1 
Wow - we have come so far in 6 weeks.... I cannot say we had tentative beginnings - this group was amazingly 

'ready' for each other and the 'work' at kindergarten. 

 We began a new 'towards' autumn circle last week - you might see lots of dancing at home.  We also had our 

first birthday celebration. Blessings for Molly. 

 There are many birthdays this term - Dea, Jack B-S, Zak & Finley. Please see Jen 'at the kitchen bench' - I have 

my preferred dates on the wall.  If you were unable to come to the parent meeting - you will need to collect a 

candle to decorate for you child. 

 I shall be looking for various scents to bring into the classroom - to introduce the 'smells' of the change of 

season.  If you have some bush plants/scents, or some herbs in your garden they are very welcome.  Once 

the ruby saltbush berries are here we have additional 'taste' delights.  

 Thanks to Unanyntji for helping when Jen was sick.  As Griffin said, 'Yes I had a frog in my throat AND a bark 

like a dog.'  

 Our end of term Autumn/Easter festival is on Wednesday 27th March at 9.45am.  The children can still 

come to school at 8.30 am, although it is fine if they come with you at 9.45am to save the double travel.   

We'll have a story and shared morning tea.  Please bring a small plate of finger food to share.  A separate 

letter/invitation is on its way. 

 love Rene & Jen 

Kindy News Continued 



Crayon Pouches 
Nieta Woods is making Crayon Pouches available to purchase. 

 

If you would like to make an order, please contact Nieta directly at 

sales@nietz.com.au 

 

There are colour preferences available. 

 

Cassia 2 

Last week we began to farewell Summer as Autumn makes her way slowly throughout the land.   

We now begin our Autumn easter bilby morning circle in preparation for our festival. It is a wonderful time  

for the children to experience the seasonal turning of the year, small as the signs are. Have you noticed the  

first autumn leaves on our mulberry tree and the shorter days? We will begin making our festival craft this  

week, the first item being an Autumn basket to carry everything home in. As our first bilby was made this  

week, the whole group has been inspired and everyone is eagerly working away. The children have also  

busily begun to prepare the garden for planting in the hope of cooler weather, digging and wheelbarrowing  

soil. They were delighted to watch a truck deliver bales of straw for a no dig garden and joined in the 

unloading with great enthusiasm. 

We are inspired by the way the children are working together on large play projects: building and loading  

bush trucks and travelling together, running a hospital or on another day a child care centre.  This requires  

a lot of planning and give and take by them all and they are amazingly good at it and at including everyone. 

Recently there have been a number of children sick with gastroenteritis. If your child is feeling sick in the  

morning please err on the side of caution and give them a day at home. If your child has been sick, an  

extra restful day assists full recovery. 

Quote for the week: 

‘I clean the whole house’, says one child.  A curious look follows and the next child asks: ‘So does your  

mother just lie around all day?’ 

Love from Susanne and Kitty 

 

Kindy News Continued 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class News 

Class 1 

Here is Class 1, 

 What a week it has been! We have entered into learning numbers with great enthusiasm and delight. We have found 

single things, pairs of things, things that come in threes, and things that come in fours all over our bodies, our room and 

the world. And then we have discovered the symbol for these - both Roman and Arabic symbols, as well as the words in 

English, German, French and Italian.  

 But all this fades into insignificance next to the excitement of learning new skipping moves, and most importantly for 

the children - learning to knit! Many thanks to Mel and Judy for assisting with starting knitting on Tuesday. You know it's 

caught the imagination when Seamus and Denny chose to sit in the comfy chair during free play at the end of the day, 

to knit a bit more!  

  

In friendship, 

Katy 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Class 3 

We have been working hard these past three weeks in our problem solving Maths Main Lesson, finding strategies that 

help to make a difficult looking problem easier to tackle. Sometimes just deciding which process to use (+ - x /) is half 

the problem. Most importantly we have learned that there are so many ways to solve problems, and all the skills and 

number facts we have been learning since class 1 play a part in everything we do. 

Working in small groups has set challenges for the children they did not expect. Sometimes they need to be able to slow 

down and ‘teach’ instead of just insisting their own way is the right way. It has been very interesting. Also, because 

there are so many ways to solve a problem, listening to each other is so very important. It all paid off on Friday as the 

children were able to play an assortment of maths games in very happy groups. Well done Class 3. 

I am always trying to ‘catch’ the class working harmoniously as one group and the children are often surprised to 

recognise what group work is. We are working as a class to be able to move cohesively (and gracefully) as one group, 

one being – a force to be reckoned with perhaps?! I’m sure you’ve heard rumours about why we might be practising 

this... shhhh, we don’t want the whole school to know yet – they’ll have to wait until the Autumn Festival in week 10. 

Pesto Pesto Pesto... is still for sale from our classroom $5.00/bag. We will also be selling it this Wednesday afternoon at 

the vege market. See you there! 

Megan x 

Class 4 

Class 4 are still very much immersed in the Norse myths. They love the stories so filled with adventure, strange and 

wonderful characters, extraordinary places and deeds of exceeding courage and valour. The artistic work and afternoon 

craft activities support and deepen their experiences of  the stories and main lesson content. Over the past 3 weeks the 

children have put great effort into sanding, designing and  painting their  Viking shields and swords. This week we will 

work with copper and beat out the central disc of the shield which will then be screwed into place. Finally the handles 

will be placed on the back and the young Viking warriors will be ready to engage in battle against giants, dragons and 

other foes. 

“Forge me with fire 

A sword for my smiting 

Fright  to my foes and  

Flames for my fighting!” 

 

A long time Steiner teacher and teacher trainer has said of the Norse Myths;  

“In class 4 , we find important moral qualities contained within the Norse myths, especially those which point to the 

necessity for personal sacrifice for the benefit of others and to the eventual consequences resulting from actions of 

cruelty and dishonesty.”  Eric Fairman 

Stories are the backbone of the Steiner curriculum and each year has its own particular stories relevant to the 

developmental stage of the child. These stories nourish the child on every level and stay with them long into their 

adulthood.  Age appropriate story telling is truly a wonderful teaching tool and at home age appropriate reading 

material is well worth considering and is a wonderful gift for our children. 

Ann and Denise 

 

Class News Continued 



Class 5 

Hello everyone, 

That's a Wrap 

Having completed two History/English main lessons by this Friday the children are aware that any unfinished work needs to be completed at 

home by that day and that the books will be marked accordingly, however a weekend extension will be available for those who request it. I'm 

sure you will be pleasantly surprised at their magnificent artwork. It would be a good time to carefully go through their books with them while 

they are 'fresh' anyway to help with self assessment and to have the children explain and read aspects of the lessons for your edification and 

theirs. You will be surprised how well they can read their own writing. 

What's Next 

We are to begin our maths main lesson with a review of last year's work while working with stories we have been unable to fit into the two 

previous main lesson featuring Ancient Indian and Persian Myths, stories like Siddhartha and other stories of the Buddha and Krishna as well as 

some more Persian tales. Once we've revisited manipulating fractions we'll focus on tenths and hundredths followed by decimals interspersed 

with problem solving enlivened by our stories. 

What About Drama 

 Everyday seems pretty dramatic this year, apparently it's a year of extravert type behaviours. But I have a class of extraverts! How's that fair? 

My dictatorship is crumbling! 

Anyway, I have the production of Gilgamesh on the burner, just not sure when to launch it, or how. There is to be Greek play next semester too 

so I need to juggle productions. I plan to discuss it with the troops but don't be surprised if it all happens within the next 3 weeks with 2 casts, 

as it's only a small play and it will enliven our maths main. 

The Greek Olympics 

I've mentioned the usual year five process of holding a Greek  Olympic tournament complete with the production of toga's, a feast and chariot 

race. We've yet to decide upon the chariot style. I expect we will need a parent workshop to create a specific go cart design rather than the 

spectrum of garage cast offs that would be more of a clowning event. Any assistance with helping to arrange a gathering/workshop would be 

appreciated. 

Class Representative 

It has been the custom to appoint a parent or two to represent class parents with liaising between the class teacher and parent body, help 

arrange social functions and class meetings along with assisting to organise camps, festivals and in this year's case the Greek Olympics, 

gardening for our botany main lesson and play productions. Sounds ominous I know but imagine doing it on my own. I've managed in the past 

with a small class but I will need help with the larger class. Let me know if you are interested in helping out in any way. It's also common in 

Waldorf schools to have help with craft,  which Rene will appreciate as the projects are set in motion, that's Wednesdays after lunch at 1.45, 

either in our room 'the Shack' or Billy Button. Of course any help at home to assist those children lagging behind with last year's craft would be 

a boon as it is such an indication of a flagging will life, and it has been been given so much time and resources to date just be discarded. I'm 

trying to follow up at school but more support is needed in valuing the projects too. 

Music 

It's been a time of shifting sands with our strings programme with all the new children starting, a new timetabling process was implemented 

briefly but found inoperable and the previous process is back in place with rotations to alleviate children missing the same class work each 

week. Practicing music at home is imperative for success, not just to learn music but the well documented brain and sensory acumen that 

accompanies it. I need help encouraging the children to take their instruments home, particularly as we have no room in class for them, then to 

practice at least 10 minutes each evening will get the ball rolling. Many proficient musicians have expressed gratitude for having been made to 

practice as children, but it is the laying down of fundamental capacities in our nerves sense systems as well as the rhythmical patterning of 

regular training in this realm that will bode well for your child's  educational capacities. It is the homework of preference in most Waldorf 

schools. 

Stationary Needs: pencil cases that fit on tables, sharpeners with containers, crayon containers, folders for loose papers(I've bought a few 

previously but they haven't always returned after the holidays), any needles and crochet hooks and wool that has found its way home with 

craftwork. 

All the best...Pam 

Class News Continued 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Notices 
 

All articles in the Community 

Notices are not necessarily 

 the views of the  

Alice Springs Steiner School 

Tickets are available to purchase through Michelle at the Office - Children under 12 are FREE! 

Come along and enjoy the footie match, followed by a gold coin donation shuttle bus to the Gapview Hotel to 

begin the pool party. Live music from 5pm – free Irish Stew – Lucky Door prizes and Raffles to be won! 

All proceeds from the event are donated to the Royal Flying Doctor Service (Alice Springs) and  

Australian Irish Welfare Bureau. 

Come along and enjoy the Craic! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROOM FOR RENT 

 
Professional preferred. We are 

looking for a mature independent 

person to share our home on 

Northside with a single mother 

and son. We live in a lovely, quiet 

house with pool, garden, and 

outdoor living area. Furnished 

room - $220 per week (inc. 

cleaning) Shared expenses & 4 

weeks bond. No pets thanks. 

Call 0408 131 034 

 

Call Liesl 0408 131 034 

FREE RANGE EGGS! 

 

For sale at $5 a doz. 

 

Please call 0428 891 964. 

 

I will be quite happy to deliver 

them to school for pickup. 

Cheers. 

Di de Graaff. 

Stormbirds Football (soccer) Club 

Now Organizing for 2013 

 
Welcoming Old and New Players and Families 

� Players - if you are interested in playing in the winter competition, please email the player’s name 

and date of birth (juniors) or grade (adults) to stormbirds.soccer@gmail.com 

� Coaches needed – coaches and/or assistants are needed for the junior teams.  Please email us if you 

would like to coach or assist. 

� Organizing Meeting – March 16th, 9 – 10:30 am at Olive Pink Botanic Gardens.  Please join us for a 

cuppa to discuss the management and organization of the Stormbirds’ Soccer Club 

If you have questions or would like additional information, please email 

stormbirds.soccer@gmail.com 

 

 

 

The Art Therapy Botany workshop 

will now be held Saturday 

afternoons 1-3pm beginning the 

first saturday in term 2 . It will go 

for 7 weeks 

There are some places still 

available 

No artistic experience necessary 

All Welcome 

 Ellen Sallows 0415857978 

or sallows.ellen7@ gmail.com 

Community Notices Continued 



 

 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

The  Department of Health (DoH) provides a FREE dental service to all children attending primary school.  If your 

child/children requires a check-up or treatment, please contact our Dental Therapist Sally Finlay on 89534756.  A parent 

or guardian MUST attend with their child/children. Please leave a message and Sally will contact you with an 

appointment time and location of the  school dental clinic where she will be working. 
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Community Notices Continued 

A FAMILY BABY SITTING CLUB - for the school community? 

Is anyone interested in forming a baby sitting club circle?  Have you ever been in one before? 

They are a great way to get out in the evening or daytime without the children.  It only costs a reciprocal 

arrangement - points or tokens.  It would be best if all members had Orchre cards (volunteer would suffice). 

My family were members when my children were young - we never had money for babysitters.  And we always 

wanted to attend school parent teacher evenings! 

If you are interested in forming a circle, send me an email - renemckay@gmail.com . 

Receive the children in reverenceReceive the children in reverenceReceive the children in reverenceReceive the children in reverence    

Educate them with loveEducate them with loveEducate them with loveEducate them with love    

Let them go forth in FreedomLet them go forth in FreedomLet them go forth in FreedomLet them go forth in Freedom    

RudolfRudolfRudolfRudolf    SteinerSteinerSteinerSteiner    

HOUSE SITTER AVAILABLE 

Hello, my name is Carly, I am a 27yo, female, social work student employed at Anglicare.  I have come from 
Melbourne to live in Alice Springs until the end of July 2013.  If you are looking for someone with experience house 

sitting, who is clean, responsible and will ensure the safety of your house, belongings and pets, please do not 
hesitate to contact me on my mobile 0432 854 522 and email is carlylovett6@hotmail.com. Many Blessings. 

 


